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Feed a family of 4 for 1 year, for less than $300  

By MsKYprepper, Editor-At-Large 

  

You are out of excuses!   

  

This plan is THE fastest, cheapest and easiest way to start a food storage program.  You are done in a 
weekend. AND there are no hassles with rotating.  Pack it and forget.  It’s space efficient – everything is 
consolidated into a few 5-gallon buckets.  You’ll sleep content in knowing that you have a one-year food supply 
on hand for your family should you ever need. 

  

With the exception of dairy and Vitamin B12, this bean soup recipe will fulfill all your basic nutritional needs.  It 
won’t fill all of your wants, but using this as your starting point, you can add the stuff that you want.  

  

All of the food and storing supplies listed below plus 2 55-gallon recycled barrels to be used for rain catchment 
cost me $296, including taxes.  I purchased rice, bouillon and salt from SAM’s Club.  You can buy small bags of 
barley at the grocery, but if you don’t mind waiting a few days, special ordering a bulk bag from Whole Foods 
was cheaper.  All of the beans I purchased from Kroger’s in 1-lb bags.  Buckets, lids, Mylar bags and rain 
barrels were from the Lexington Container Company.  Their prices are so good, with such a great selection that 
it’s worth a drive even if you are not in the local area.   I went on a second-Saturday of the month because 
that’s when they host free food storage courses taught by Suzanne, an energetic, delight of prepping wisdom.  
http://www.lexingtoncontainercompany.com/ 

  

What you need: 

http://seasonedcitizenprepper.com/author/prepper/
http://www.lexingtoncontainercompany.com/


8 5-gallon buckets 

8 large Mylar bags 

8 2,000 cc oxygen absorbers 

8 gamma lids 

A handful of bay leaves  

90 lbs. of white rice 

22 lbs. of kidney beans 

22 lbs. of barley 

22 lbs. of yellow lentils 

5.5 lbs. of split green peas 

5.5 lbs. of garbanzo beans 

1 lb. of salt 

A big box of beef and chicken bouillon.  

A measuring cup 

  

  

What you’ll do 

Install the gamma lids on the bucket and insert Mylar bags.  Place 2 or 3 bay leaves in the bottom and fill the 
buckets, adding more bay leaves after each 1/3 to full.  Place an oxygen absorber in the top.  Label buckets 
with the contents and date.  

  

Fill 

 3 buckets with rice (shake it down good.  Get it all in there!) 
 1 bucket each of kidney beans, barley, and yellow lentils 
 In 1 bucket store the split green peas, garbanzo beans, salt, measuring cup and bouillon.  (I removed 

the bouillon from the box and vacuum sealed it as bouillon contains a small amount of oil.) 
 Yep, that’s a total of 7 buckets, so far.  

  

I place a broom handle across the bucket and wrap the ends of the Mylar bag over the broom handle to give 
me some support.  Then slowly and smoothly run a hot iron over the Mylar bag to seal all except the last 2 



inches.  Then I press out as much air as possible before sealing the remaining 2 inches.  Make sure your Mylar 
is completely sealed from end to end.  Now, stuff the bag into the bucket and rotate the gamma lid into place.    
This will protect your food for about 25 years.   You’ll have excess Mylar bag at the top.  Don’t cut it off, that 
way if you have to cut it open to get into it, you have enough bag remaining to reseal. 

  

Where you’ll put it 

It’s pretty easy to find a place for 7 to 8 5-gallon buckets even in the smallest of apartments.  Discard 
the box springs and lay the kid’s mattress on top of the buckets, line the back of a large closet with the 
buckets.  I made a couch-table by stacking buckets two high between the couch and the wall.  The 
buckets are about 6” taller than the back of the couch.  Add a shelf and drape and it looks fine; a 
convenient place for a lamp and books.  Get creative.  

  

Making your bean soup 

Measure out 

·        8 oz of rice 

·        2 oz of red kidney beans 

·        2 oz of pearl barley 

·        2 oz of lintels 

·        1 oz of split green peas 

·        1 oz of chick peas/garbanzo’s 

  

Add 6-7 quarts of water.  Add bouillon or salt to taste.  Then add any other meats, vegetables, potatoes or 
seasonings you have on hand. Bring to a boil and then let simmer for two hours.  You should have enough to 
feed 4 people for two days.  This is thick and hearty.  You will be warm on the inside and full with one large 
bowl.  Kids usually eat half a bowl.   

  

When the emergency is over 

This system allows you to open the Mylar bags, retrieve as much of the ingredients as is needed and then 
reseal everything after the emergency has passed.  Just be sure to replace the ingredients used so that you 
always have a one-year supply. 

  

The 8th bucket – other stuff I would want 

This list isn’t included in the $300.  This falls into the “what I want” category.  As money and resources became 
available, I’d just go crazy adding all of my indulgences, starting with coffee!  You can add what you want, but 
I’d fill it with: 



 Dry onion.  Let’s face it, what’s bean soup without onion! Sprinkle on the onions just before serving. 
 “Just add water” cornbread mix packets.  I just can’t eat bean soup without cornbread. 
 Beef jerky and Vienna sausages.  Add protein and zest to the bean soup 
 Instant oatmeal.  Do you really want bean soup for breakfast?  Freeze the oatmeal for 3 days before 

packing to kill any bugs. 
 10 lbs of jellybeans.  Now, don’t laugh – it’s a bean.  Jellybeans don’t melt like chocolate might.  The 

high sugar content is quick energy, and a morale booster – with just enough of a high to help you over 
the really bad days. Easter is about here – stock up! 

  

  

Before you fill the 8th bucket 

Buy small bags of the ingredients and fix a big pot of bean soup for dinner.  Eat the leftovers the second night, 
and 3rd night, until it’s all gone.  Find out now – rather than later – what your family might like to add to it.  
Anything tastes great the first meal, but quickly becomes boring after the 3rd or 4th repeat.  Don’t wait until the 
emergency happens to discover what you SHOULD have stored in your 8th bucket. … Maybe some Beano! 

  

  

  

© 2013, Seasoned Citizen Prepper. All rights reserved. On republishing this post you must provide link to 
original post.  
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17 COMMENTS  TO  FEED A FAMILY OF 4 FOR 1 YEAR, 
FOR LESS THAN $300 

1. Bev says:  

February 27, 2013 at 8:44 am  

This is sooo Brilliant MsKYprepper! 

It should be in everyone’s Survival Binder! 

Bev :) 
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2. servantheart says:  

February 27, 2013 at 9:57 am  

MsKY – well done! 

I realize this is a “yes, you can prep!” and really intended as a “just get started” directive. I believe it is very well 

done for that purpose. I would encourage people who have not yet made sufficient (or even, “any”) preps to start 

here, but, don’t stop here. This is not exactly “healthy” eating, and eating in an unhealthy way will produce new 

health problems, or exacerbate existing ones, when SHTF. So, yes, do this – it’s an EXCELLENT starting place – 

then add healthy choices to the mix, as time and resources permit. 

The bouillon is likely to contain as a primary ingredient – salt – so keep that in mind when cooking with it. 

One caution about the beans: they need to be soaked for several hours and the soak water poured off; then rinse 

thoroughly, then add fresh water before cooking.  

All beans contain this chemical, but red kidney are the worst offenders. Lima beans also contain a chemical 

(another name) that requires soaking off for the same reason. 

Here is an excerpt from livestrong.com that may help someone: 

Even though red kidney beans are extremely nutritious, they contain a chemical known as phytohemagglutinin. 

Red kidney beans have the highest content of this chemical of all of the types of beans. This toxin is a type of 

lectin, or a protein that has an affinity for binding to certain types of sugars. Symptoms of its toxicity include 

diarrhea, nausea and vomiting. These symptoms can occur within an hour or two after consumption, and the 

effects last for several hours. Call your doctor if you experience these symptoms. 

Proper Preparation 

Raw kidney beans are high in phytohemagglutinin, but the compound is almost completely degraded when the 

beans are cooked properly. It only takes 10 minutes in boiling water to degrade the toxin, which is much less time 

than it takes to fully cook the beans. Be careful when you prepare kidney beans in a slow cooker, because the 

temperature does not get high enough to fully degrade the toxin. Though you can cook most other beans in a slow 

cooker, it is best to cook kidney beans in boiling water. 

Read more: http://www.livestrong.com/article/478846-are-raw-kidney-beans-toxic/#ixzz2L4Ju4alO 

On another subject altogether, I understand Libtard Ashley Judd is running for office in Kaintuck. Hope she gets 

disappointed at the polls. 
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 MsKYprepper says:  

February 27, 2013 at 8:17 pm  

From frat parties to garden parties, Judd-jokes make people laugh, around here. 
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 servantheart says:  

February 27, 2013 at 8:28 pm  

I don’t reckon you can post those here. Dang. Too bad.  

Reply  

3. Johnsobo 100 says:  

February 27, 2013 at 1:31 pm  

Good suggestions MsKYprepper! I’m like you, got to have some cornmeal in that 8th bucket for cornbread. 

We have a lot of pinto beans stored the same way. You could substitute pintos for kidney beans, depending on 

your taste. 

One other suggestion you might want in that 8th bucket, is store some hard candy, peppermint, etc. in small 1-2 

Mylar bags, sealed with oxygen absorbers. We have a 5 gal bucket of small bags filled with different hard candies. 

Reply  

 servantheart says:  

February 28, 2013 at 12:02 pm  

cornmeal makes great bread, grits, and “polenta” (corn meal mush), as well! Fried polenta is excellent 

with everything, IMHO! Oh, yeah….get yourself an oil press (about $150 to $200) so you can press nuts, 

etc., and make oil when SHTF! 
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4. Pam says:  

February 27, 2013 at 5:42 pm  

You are absolutely on the right track. Your method of sealing buckets in impeccable. You have a pretty good ratio 

of grains (112 pounds) to legumes (55 pounds). But I fear you are woefully short on the quantity you need. You 

are going to need four times as much for just one adult. The minimum recommended amount of salt is 5 pounds 

per person per year. I about gagged when I first read that but after a year of eating only “from scratch”, I realized 

just how much salt we get from processed foods. When planning for the long term, children should be considered 

adults just in case they are adults when you need to use it. 
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 Wyzyrd says:  

February 27, 2013 at 7:40 pm  
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well, if using the “out of the bucket” recipe, you also have to remember that the grocery-store boullion is 

about 90% salt – that works into the equation, as well.  

You DO need plain ol’ iodized salt from the grocery store, unless you are fishing in the ocean for a lot of 

your food. If it’s for making it palatable, as opposed to just a ‘nutrition delivery system’( you need salt, or 

you’ll die) , also consider storing a bunch of Kosher salt and or some natural sea salt (and some real, 

fermented soy sauce) in the preps. I find that if takes a little more than half the “salt”, because it just works 

better, if your are worried about sodium-issues and health. (The Kosher salt also works a LOT better for 

curing meat) 

Reply  

5. Practical Parsimony says:  

February 28, 2013 at 1:17 am  

This article was well-written–organized and clearly stated. 

Reply  

6. Oldschool Prepper says:  

February 28, 2013 at 10:14 am  

PLEASE READ!!! 

The calories this provides is NOWHERE near enough for a single adult for a year. In fact at only 2000 calories a 

day it’s not even enough for THREE MONTHS for a SINGLE adult. And if you’re doing any kind of physical labor 

which is going to be very likely in a situation where you might need this, you’ll need 2400-3500 calories a day 

depending on exertion levels. The minimum average just to sustain health is 1500 calories a day at low physical 

output.  

Beans and legumes are very low in calories. Typically only 600-900 per lb. The rice is your best calorie source in 

this at 1400 calories a pound but is almost pure starches.  

If you stockpile this thinking it’s going to last one person 4 years or 4 people 1 year you’re going to die from hunger 

and malnutrition very quickly  

Also the requirement for 5 lbs of IODIZED salt a year isn’t jsut for the sodium, it’s for the iodine content. Unless 

you’re eating a lot of fish or seaweeds you need iodine from some source or you’re going to develop iodine 

deficiency which isn’t a good thing.  

As far as nutrition goes, the above ingredients, do not provide all the vitamins, minerals and micro nutrients you 

need to maintain good health. 
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February 28, 2013 at 10:27 am  

I’m in agreement, Oldschool, regarding the potential health problems, but I think MsKY is trying to offer a 

way for those who scream, “I can’t afford this”, or, “I don’t know what to do!”, to get off their excuses and 

get started. This is why I have suggested it’s an excellent way to get started, but then you need to add 

more nutritious food supply. You gotta start somewhere, for those who just need a starting place. 

Another way to get people “started” however, is to ask them to make a list of what they would need to eat 

and drink and survive for three (3) days. Help them acquire that EXTRA 3 DAYS – that doesn’t mean “pay 

for” – it means, walk with them as they git’erdone – even hold them “accountable”, if necessary – over and 

above what they would normally need, of course, since this is for storage, not use. When they have 3 

days stored, help them (walk them through) expanding it to 7 days, then two (2) weeks, then…..this is 

usually a cheap, easy way to get people started in prepping. 
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7. Bev says:  

February 28, 2013 at 10:47 am  

I have been reading the comments with interest. When I read this article, I read it as not a complete diet, but a 

wonderful place to start your long term storage preps! 

I can’t imagine a family of four sitting around doing nothing but depending on this source of food. I don’t see this as 

“bunker rations”. I see it as a realistic way to put by some “life assurance” at a reasonable price. 

Now add wild edibles from foraging, fresh garden vegetables in the growing season, supplement with some 

trapped or fished protein, even edible insects (acceptable in most of the world), and now you have adequate 

calories. Add a few bottls of vitamins and you really don’t have any great nutrition worries for a year. 

Considering that MOST people in the United States have only a week or two of food in their home. And most 

people do not have a budget to put by a quantity of food in long term storage, even if they are truly concerned 

about food security. I still consider this an Absolutely Brilliant addition to your survival preps! I will be adding this 

article to MY Survival Binder and I will be adding some of these foods to my long term storage which already 

includes a lot of these. 

Along with my pantry foods storage, gardening, small stock raising, and wild edibles forage books, already 

stockpiled vitamins and medicines, I think this will round out my storage where I feel comfortable to proceed into 

the level of “comfort prepping”. 

Bev :) 
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8. Mr. Prepper says:  

February 28, 2013 at 10:55 am  

AWESOME STARTER KIT BUT I AGREE IT SHOULD NOT STOP THERE. GREAT INFO 
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9. Montana Rancher says:  

February 28, 2013 at 11:46 am  

I agree, with foraging you could possibly stretch this to 6 months for four people but that is a LOT of foraging. 

Rather than poking holes in your plan let me suggest: 

Fill 1 bucket with table salt probably about $12 

1 bucket sugar $22 (honey would be optimal $125) 

These 2 buckets combined with any normal spices you have in your cupboard will allow you to forage anything 

edible and improve the taste below gag factor. 

5 pounds of pool shock $20 (make sure no algicides) 

Your plan calls for a lot of water, might as well make it potable 

A book “Edible wild plants” for your area $15 

A .22 rifle and 1000 rounds of ammo $200 

Varmints, dogs, birds and other tasties. 

A good selection of heirloom seeds $50 

Now you might make it a year if you live outside a city. 

Reply  

 servantheart says:  

February 28, 2013 at 12:04 pm  

If you can find 1000 rounds of ammo (or, anywhere close to that amount), please let us know where. 

Reply  

10. Christopher de Vidal says:  

February 28, 2013 at 2:51 pm  

!!!!IMPORTANT INFORMATION!!!! 

I did a nutritional analysis on this recipe: 

http://nutritiondata.self.com/services/referral?messageKey=e42f52cdf9f9a98b014f9af24b42cc19 

If you do not add any other meats, vegetables, potatoes or seasonings and do as the direction say (split this 

amongst four people and stretch it to two days), you get about 200 calories per person, per day. If an adult is 

completely sedentary he will still burn around 2,100 calories every day. And if the balloon goes up, he’ll burn much 

more; He’s doing lots of walking, lifting, digging, etc. 
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And that’s only considering calories. In my nutritional analysis, you’ll see that other nutrients (more than just B12) 

are sorely missing. 

So yes, as it was said above, “use this as your starting point.” You _must_ store *significantly* more if you want a 

year’s worth of food. Definitely expect to add many more meats, vegetables, potatoes and seasonings. Especially 

meats, potatoes and fats. 

Alternatively, you can consider this a three week supply. At the end of three weeks you’ll start to need some 

nutrients. Can those be added with a multivitamin? Perhaps. You’ll need to read its label and do the math. 

DON’T GET ME WRONG! It’s a great recipe! Just needs _much_ more. You can use that website for free; You 

don’t even need to register. I’ve never found a more comprehensive yet free nutritional analysis tool. 

Reply  

 servantheart says:  

February 28, 2013 at 3:09 pm  

Wow! Great info, CdeV! Thank you. 

The Germans starved the Jews to death in the Warsaw Ghetto by allotting them only 250 calories per day 

from their “ration cards 
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